
Rich May congratulates its client, Evidox on joining QDiscovery, a leading
provider of electronic discovery and digital forensic services.

Evidox will continue operating under its own name but with the expanded resources and
reach of QDiscovery. Dana Conneally, Chief Strategic Officer of Evidox, expressed
enthusiasm following the transaction: “It was important for us to join forces with a
company where we can all continue to grow. The innovation at QDiscovery is enticing, and
we are excited to contribute to it.”

A Rich May team led by Scott Stokes and Arvid von Taube assisted Evidox with the
negotiation and completion of the transaction.

For information on the acquisition, click here.

ABOUT EVIDOX
Evidox is a high-quality provider of eDiscovery and litigation technology services including
preservation, collection, processing, hosting, production and presentation of electronic
evidence. Evidox was founded with the goal of differentiating the company from other
vendors by maintaining a legal-centric approach focused on simultaneously reducing the
cost and improving the quality of eDiscovery. The company’s motto is: “eDiscovery is not a
technical issue; it is a legal issue with a technical solution.” For more information, please
visit the company website at www.evidox.com.

ABOUT QDISCOVERY
QDiscovery is a premier provider of electronic discovery and digital forensic services
across the entire EDRM spectrum. Our dedicated team of eDiscovery professionals,
forensic experts and litigation support specialists serves corporations, law firms and
government enterprises, helping them manage complex matters and reduce the expense of
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litigation. Our single source platforms allow clients to process and review faster, leverage
advanced analytics, streamline workflows and automate complex productions, ultimately
translating to lower costs. Our foremost focus is to provide clients with unparalleled
customer service and cost-effective solutions. QDiscovery was named one of the 20 Most
Promising Legal Technology Solution Providers 2017 and 2018 by CIOReview. Our mobile
device discovery solution, QMobile, won a Relativity Innovation Award. Visit
www.qdiscovery.com for more information.
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